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We present a conceptually simple method for treating electron-phonon scattering and phonon limited mobilities. By combining Green’s function based transport calculations and molecular dynamics, we obtain a temperature dependent transmission from which we evaluate the mobility. We validate our approach by comparing to mobilities and conductivities obtained by the Boltzmann transport equation for different bulk and one-dimensional systems. For bulk silicon and gold we compare against experimental values. We discuss limitations and advantages of each of the computational approaches.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The continued down-scaling of electronic devices and interconnects calls for accurate simulation models which incorporates the effects of quantum confinement of both electrons and phonons, surface effects, strain, etc. It is increasingly difficult to describe all such effects with continuum models, which are typically parametrized to fit bulk materials. Atomistic models, on the other hand, can describe many of the important effects. Density functional theory (DFT) is particularly important in this respect since it is a first-principles method which doesn’t need to be fitted to a particular device, while it is computationally possible to study systems with several thousands of atoms.

Electron-phonon coupling (EPC) plays a central role in the performance of most electronic devices. Several recent studies have studied EPC in bulk materials by calculating the EPC from first principles and using the Boltzmann transport equation (BTE) for evaluating the electron mobility and conductivity [1–8]. Bulk calculations of EPC can, however, be rather demanding as one needs to integrate the coupling over both electron and phonon wave vectors (\(k\) and \(q\) space). Moreover, EPC in amorphous materials can only be calculated approximately with the BTE approach.

Atomistic modeling of electronic devices is typically carried out using nonequilibrium Green’s function (NEGF) theory in combination with either DFT [9] or tight-binding methods [10,11]. EPC can be rigorously included in NEGF using perturbation theory. However, the resulting equations are numerically very challenging and approximations need to be applied. Approximate methods include lowest order expansions of the inelastic current [12,13] or approximations to the EPC self-energy [10,14].

With few exceptions [15], most of EPC with both the BTE and within NEGF assumes that the phonons can be described within the harmonic approximation, since addition of anharmonic effects significantly increases the computational burden. However, at room temperatures and above there will be anharmonic contributions to the phonons for many materials. Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations, on the other hand, inherently includes anharmonic effects without extra computational requirements.

Previous works have used MD simulations in combination with standard Landauer transmission calculations. This has primarily been done in order to sample different configurations of, e.g., a molecule in contact with two metallic electrodes [16–19], metallic point contacts [20,21], and carbon nanotubes [22]. A single study used MD simulations to actually probe the energy dependent EPC [23]. MD simulations have also been successfully applied in combination with DFT calculations to calculate the temperature dependent band structure of bulk and nanocrystals of silicon [24]. Recently, Liu et al. [25] used a very similar approach to successfully obtain mean free paths and resistivities in bulk metals. Along the same lines, Zacharias et al. [26] have recently used stochastic displacements of the atoms to calculate the temperature dependent optical absorption in silicon.

In this work, we develop a MD-Landauer approach for calculating the temperature dependent mobility and conductivity. In a device geometry with a central region coupled to two electrodes, we perform MD simulations in a certain part of the central region. When increasing the length of the MD region we obtain a length dependent resistance. From the slope of the linearly increasing resistance vs length curve we obtain the resistivity and eventually the mobility. Further computational details will be provided below.

We apply the method to various systems covering metals and semiconductors as well as one-, two-, and three-dimensional systems. In order to validate our approach we compare the mobilities obtained from the MD-Landauer approach with results obtained from the BTE for the same systems. In general we find that the two approaches give similar results. Our BTE approach has been described in a previous work [8]. Here we further validate the BTE method by comparing the obtained temperature dependent electron mobilities of bulk silicon with experimental values. All calculations have been performed with the Atomistix ToolKit (ATK) [27].

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we first describe general details of our computational methods. The
MD-Landauer method is detailed in Sec. II A, where we also show results for a silicon nanowire. In Sec. II B we present results for bulk silicon and compare against experimental mobilities, while results for a gold nanowire and bulk gold is presented in Secs. II C and II D. We discuss advantages and weaknesses of the two methods in Sec. III and summarize our findings in Sec. IV.

II. METHODS AND RESULTS

All results presented in this paper are obtained with ATK [27]. The electronic structure, band energies, Hamiltonians, and derivative of Hamiltonians are calculated from density functional theory (DFT) within the local density approximation (LDA) for the exchange-correlation functional [28]. For the gold nanowires, we additionally compare properties obtained by density functional tight binding [29].

Phonon energies and polarization vectors have been calculated from either DFT or from classical force field potentials [30] (details will be provided for each studied system). In the case of MD simulations we only use the classical potentials.

Our implementation of the electron-phonon coupling and BTE has been documented and verified in Ref. [8] for various two-dimensional systems.

A. MD-Landauer approach

In this section we present the details in our MD-Landauer approach for treating electron-phonon scattering. We will illustrate the method by showing calculations for the 1.5 nm [110] silicon nanowire (SiNW). A similar procedure is used for the other systems presented below.

Figure 1 shows the electronic band structure for the SiNW. The conduction band minimum is 0.66 eV above the Fermi level (at 0.0 eV in the plot). The conduction band minimum is 0.32 eV higher in energy and for electron transport close to the conduction band minimum (CBM) it is sufficient to include the lowest conduction band.

We now consider a device configuration where a central region is coupled to two semi-infinite electrodes (left and right). Initially the wire is periodic in the z direction. An MD simulation is performed for the atoms in the middle part of the central region (MD region), while the electrodes as well as the first electrode copy of the electrodes inside the central region. In the middle part of the central region, called MD region in Fig. 2, the atoms are allowed to move according to a molecular dynamics simulation. For all the calculations presented in this paper, the MD simulations are performed using classical potentials which make the calculations very efficient [30]. For the SiNW and Au nanowires and bulk Si MD calculations we apply a Tersoff potential [31].

For both the SiNW and Au nanowires we have compared the results from BTE using phonons calculated with DFT with phonons from classical calculations and found the obtained results qualitatively agree, thus justifying the use of classical potentials. We note that the MD approach does not displace atoms along a single phonon mode at a time. Hereby, the predictability of the MD-Landauer approach does not rely on the accurate description of a single phonon mode but rather the full configuration space including anharmonic effects.

When the MD simulation is equilibrated we take a snapshot of the atomic configuration and calculate the electronic transmission function using DFT. This step first involves a self-consistent DFT-NEGF calculation of the device configuration and subsequently a calculation of the Landauer transmission function using a standard Green’s function method:

\[
T(E, \mathbf{x}[T]) = \text{Tr}[G'(E, \mathbf{x}[T]) \Gamma_L(E) G''(E, \mathbf{x}[T]) \Gamma_R(E)],
\]

where \( G' = [E S(\mathbf{x}[T]) - \mathbf{H}(\mathbf{x}[T]) - \Sigma_L(E) - \Sigma_R(E)]^{-1} \) is the retarded Green’s function in the central region described by the Hamiltonian \( \mathbf{H}(\mathbf{x}[T]) \) and overlap \( S(\mathbf{x}[T]) \) matrices. The Hamiltonian and overlap matrices depend explicitly on the random displacements of the atoms (\( \mathbf{x} \)), which in turn depend on the temperature used in the MD calculation, as well as on the random initial velocities used in the MD simulations. Due to this randomness, we need to perform

FIG. 1. Electronic band structure of the SiNW. The inset shows a cross sectional view of the SiNW.

FIG. 2. Device setup for the MD-Landauer approach. A central region is coupled to two semi-infinite electrodes (left and right). Initially the wire is periodic in the z direction. An MD simulation is performed for the atoms in the middle part of the central region (MD region), while the electrodes as well as the first electrode copy on either side of the central region are kept fixed at their equilibrium positions. The fixed atoms are drawn as larger spheres.
several MD simulations in order to obtain a good sample averaging. The coupling to the semi-infinite left and right electrodes is taken into account through the self-energies, $\Sigma_{L,R}(E)$, whose imaginary part gives the coupling matrices $\Gamma_{L,R}(E) = -2\text{Im} \Sigma_{L,R}(E)$. All transmission functions are calculated at zero bias. Figure 3(a) shows the results of 100 individual MD + Landauer transmissions (thin black lines) as well as the average transmission function (thick red). Each MD calculation is started with a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution of the velocities corresponding to the target temperature. We use a Langevin thermostat \[32\] with a time step of 1 fs. After an equilibration time of 5 ps we take a snapshot of the configuration and calculate the electronic transmission spectrum with DFT-NEGF. Since the MD calculations are very fast, we simply restart the MD calculations for each sample. Due to the random initial velocities, each MD simulation will result in different configurations after the same equilibration time.

This procedure is repeated at different lengths of the MD region, $L$, with average transmissions shown in Fig. 3(b). From the average transmission $\langle T_L(E,T) \rangle$ we obtain the length and temperature dependent conductance from the Landauer formula

$$G(L,T) = \frac{2e^2}{h} \int \langle T_L(E,T) \rangle \left( -\frac{\partial f(E,\mu,T)}{\partial E} \right) dE,$$

where $f(E,\mu,T) = (e^{(E-E_0)/k_BT} + 1)^{-1}$ is the Fermi-Dirac distribution function at chemical potential $\mu$. We allow ourselves to freely adjust the chemical potential without explicitly taking doping effects into account. Notice that the average transmission $\langle T_L(E,T) \rangle$ only depends on the energy and temperature, when averaged properly. The remaining effect of randomness is represented by error bars in the plots of resistance and mobility presented below.

Figure 3(c) shows the resistance $R(L,T) = 1/G(L,T)$ vs length of the MD region. The points show the average resistance, and the error bars show the standard deviations of the average resistance. We observe that the resistance increases linearly with length showing that the resistance is ohmic. The linear fit to the averaged data is written as

$$R(L,T) = R_c + \rho_{1D}(T)L,$$

thus defining a one-dimensional resistivity, $\rho_{1D}(T)$, which depends on temperature, but not on wire length. $R_c$ is the length independent contact resistance. Note that the one-dimensional resistivity has units of $\Omega m$, whereas a usual bulk resistivity is measured in units of $\Omega \text{m}$. In order to convert the one-dimensional conductivity to a bulk quantity we must multiply with the wire cross sectional area $A$, i.e., $\rho_{\text{bulk}} = \rho_{1D} \cdot A$. When performing the sample averaging, the resistance increases linearly all the way down to zero length of the MD region, and the resistivity is rather insensitive to the exact range. In particular, for one-dimensional systems, one should be aware that a too long MD region could lead to electron localization with an exponentially increasing resistance \[33\].

For all the systems studied here, we have checked that the length of the MD region is shorter than the localization length. By rewriting Eq. (3) as \[33\]

$$R(L,T) = R_c (1 + L/\lambda),$$

we obtain a measure of the mean free path, $\lambda = R_c / \rho_{1D}$. Since the localization length is always longer than $\lambda$ we can assure that the studied systems are not in the localization regime. The room temperature mean free path for the SiNW obtained from Fig. 3(c) is $\lambda = 17$ nm. In order to calculate the mobility we need to determine the carrier density. From a separate calculation of the density of states, $D(E)$, of the bulk wire (evaluated at the equilibrium atomic structure) we calculate the carrier density per unit area

$$\tilde{n} = \frac{n}{A} = \int_{E_g}^{\infty} f(E,E_F,T) D(E) dE,$$

where we use the middle of the band gap, $E_g$, as the lower integration limit in the case of electron mobilities. In the case of holes, we should integrate from $-\infty$ to $E_g$, as the lower integration limit in the case of electron mobilities. In the case of holes, we should integrate from $-\infty$ to $E_g$, as the lower integration limit in the case of electron mobilities. The resulting mobilities obtained with the MD-Landauer method are shown in Fig. 4 together with results obtained from the BTE. In the same figure we also show electron mobilities

\[33\]
for bulk silicon obtained from BTE and MD-Landauer together with experimental values.

For the BTE calculations electrons are calculated using DFT with local density approximation (LDA) exchange-correlation functional and double-ζ-polarized (DZP) basis set. Hamiltonian derivatives are calculated using supercells repeated 11 times along the [110] direction. The phonons are calculated using classical potentials. When calculating the EPC we include only the lowest conduction band and use 150 k points in the range [0, 0.05]π/a, with a being the unit cell length of the nanowire. All phonons are included and we use 100 q points in the range [−0.2, 0.2]π/a. When calculating the mobility an energy broadening of 3 meV is used for the approximate δ function in the Fermi’s golden rule expression of the phonon mediated transition rate between states.

For the bulk silicon calculations, we evaluate the mobility at a doping level of 1 × 10^{18} cm^{-3}. However, since we do not explicitly include the dopant atoms in the calculations, the calculated mobility is essentially independent of doping level. We first notice that the two computational methods give almost the same temperature dependent mobility. Second, we observe that the mobility of the SiNW is almost an order of magnitude smaller than the bulk values. More details about the bulk silicon calculations are presented below. The reduction of the mobility in nanowires is in good agreement with previous theoretical studies based on tight-binding models [35].

The reduced mobility in the nanowire can be traced back to the increased EPC in nanowires due to (i) reduced complexity in fulfilling the selection rules for energy and momentum matching due to band folding and (ii) localization and mixing of corresponding bulk phonon modes. Scattering from surface modes is found to be insignificant. The origin of the scattering is directly available from the BTE through the scattering rate for all k, q, and phonon mode indices. Being more memory efficient the MD-Landauer approach may therefore be more appealing as a design tool for complex systems with many degrees of freedom and for bulk systems that can be very memory demanding due to the large number of k, q, and phonon mode combinations needed.

B. Bulk silicon

We next consider the phonon limited electron mobility in bulk silicon.

We performed MD-Landauer calculation for bulk silicon at temperatures 100 K, 200 K, and 300 K. The bulk silicon MD-Landauer calculations were performed on a 2 × 2 supercell with the transport in the [100] direction, as shown in Figs. 5(b) and 5(c), with the length of the MD region varying from 4 to 13 nm. We performed 20 different MD simulations in order to get averaged transmissions. The effective doping is 1 × 10^{18} cm^{-3} as for the SiNW. The bulk silicon device has periodic boundary conditions in the x and y directions. For the self-consistent calculations we use an 11 × 11 transverse k-point sampling, while the transmission spectra were averaged with a 21 × 21 transverse k-point sampling. Figure 5(a) shows average resistances vs length of MD region for temperatures 100 K (top curve) and 300 K (bottom curve). From the slope of the linear fits, we obtain the mobility as explained above. The error bars indicate the standard deviations on the average resistances. The room temperature mean free path is λ = 76 nm.

For the BTE calculations, both phonons and electrons are calculated using DFT. The dynamical matrix and Hamiltonian derivatives are calculated from supercells constructed as a (7,7,7) repetition of the primitive silicon unit cell (686 atoms). For the electron-phonon and mobility calculations we only consider a single conduction band valley and sample the electronic Brillouin zone (BZ) in a local region around that valley with a sampling corresponding to a 99 × 99 × 99 Monkhorst-Pack mesh. The phonon BZ is sampled with a 25 × 25 × 25 mesh in a region around the Γ point for intravalley scattering, with |q| < 0.075π/a with a being the silicon lattice constant. A similar, but shifted sampling is used.
for intervalley scattering. All six phonon modes are included in the calculation.

In Fig. 4 we show the calculated electron mobility vs temperature together with experimental data [34]. It is evident that the BTE calculations reproduce the experimental data very well over the whole temperature interval. In addition to the BTE and experimental results, we also show the MD-Landauer results at temperatures 100 K, 200 K, and 300 K. It is encouraging that the MD-Landauer method gives mobility values in close agreement with the BTE and experimental results.

C. Au nanowire

We now continue to study metallic systems. The first system we consider is a thin gold nanowire with a diameter of 1.3 nm. A cross sectional view is shown in Fig. 6 (left) together with the electronic band structure calculated with a single-\(\zeta\)-polarized basis set.

For the gold NW we have in addition to DFT performed calculations with a density functional tight binding (DFTB) description of the electrons [29]. For the BTE we have used phonons calculated from either DFT or from the embedded atom model (EAM) [36]. The MD simulations are only performed with EAM. In Table I we compare the nanowire resistivities obtained with the various methods (BTE or MD-Landauer) and how the parameters are calculated. The top row shows results from BTE with both electrons and phonons obtained with DFT. The following rows show results where the phonons are described with EAM and the electrons either with DFT or DFTB. There is an overall good agreement between the two methods and the different parameters. It is computationally much more expensive to calculate the phonons from DFT than with the classical EAM. It is thus encouraging to see that the phonons seem to be accurately enough described with the

![Cross section of the Au NW (left) and electronic band structure (right). The diameter of the wire is approximately 1 nm.](image)

FIG. 6. Cross section of the Au NW (left) and electronic band structure (right). The diameter of the wire is approximately 1 nm.

![Length dependent resistance at different temperatures (a) and temperature dependent resistivity (b). The resistivity is calculated for bulk Au with the MD-Landauer method. All results in this figure are obtained with EAM for the phonons/MD and DFTB for the electronic parts. The black points show experimental results [38].](image)

FIG. 7. Length dependent resistance at different temperatures (a) and temperature dependent resistivity (b). The resistivity is calculated for bulk Au with the MD-Landauer method. All results in this figure are obtained with EAM for the phonons/MD and DFTB for the electronic parts. The black points show experimental results [38].

EAM. This is true even though the EAM phonon energies are up to 30% lower in energy than the DFT phonon energies.

In accordance with the silicon results, we find that the BTE and MD-Landauer methods give similar results for the resistivity, within a factor of two difference.

D. Au bulk

We now continue to study bulk gold in order to illustrate that our MD-Landauer approach also can be applied to bulk metallic systems, which were also studied in Ref. [25] with a similar approach. For bulk calculations we set up a device with a cross section of \(0.82 \times 0.82\) nm\(^2\) corresponding to a \(5 \times 5\) repetition of the Au unit cell, when the transport is along the \([001]\) direction. We have verified that using \(3 \times 3\) and \(4 \times 4\) repetitions gives essentially the same results. When calculating the transmission through the bulk system, we average over \(6 \times 6\) transverse \(k\) points. The MD simulations are performed with the EAM and the electronic structure and transmission function is calculated with DFTB. We have verified for a single temperature (300 K) that calculating the electronic properties with DFT gives essentially the same resistivity.

Figure 7(a) shows the resistance vs length of MD region for increasing temperatures. At all temperatures the resistance increases linearly with length and the resistivity is thus well defined. The room temperature mean free path is \(\lambda = 38\) nm, in close agreement to recently estimated values [37]. Panel (b) shows the calculated temperature dependent resistivity of bulk gold together with experimental values [38]. The

```
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>(\rho) ((x10^{-8} \Omega \text{m}))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BTE (DFT)</td>
<td></td>
<td>5.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BTE (EAM+DFT)</td>
<td></td>
<td>4.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BTE (EAM+DFTB)</td>
<td></td>
<td>3.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MD-Landauer</td>
<td>(EAM+DFT)</td>
<td>7.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MD-Landauer</td>
<td>(EAM+DFTB)</td>
<td>7.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
```

TABLE I. Resistivities of the Au nanowire at 300 K calculated in different ways. For reference, the experimental resistivity of bulk gold is \(2.44 \times 10^{-8}\) \(\Omega\) \(\text{m}\) at room temperature.
FIG. 8. Comparison of room temperature (300 K) mobilities calculated with BTE and with the MD-Landauer approach.

MD-Landauer method gives bulk gold resistivities which are in very good agreement with the experimental results with about 30% difference.

III. DISCUSSION

From the results presented above it is evident that the BTE and the MD-Landauer method provide similar estimates for the phonon limited mobility in a variety of materials. To further illustrate this, we compare in Fig. 8 room temperature mobilities for a number of systems [graphene, (4,4)-CNT, bulk silicon, silicon nanowire, bulk gold, and a gold nanowire]. Some of the calculations have been detailed above, while the others are obtained in similar ways. All the calculations have been performed with DFT describing the electron transmission function. The figure illustrates that although the two calculation methods show deviations on a quantitative level within a factor of 2–3, they generally predict the same mobility trends over more than two orders of magnitude. Both methods have their advantages and limitations. We will now discuss and compare various aspects of the two methods as they are implemented in ATK.

The BTE is the most rigorous and theoretically well founded of the two methods, but it relies on several assumptions. (i) It is clearly an assumption that the Boltzmann transport equation is an adequate description. This implies that any quantum interference effects are neglected, and any renormalization of the electronic band energies or eigenstates are not included. The effect of lowering the band gap in semiconductors at increasing temperatures is thus not included in the BTE approach, while the band gap reduction is included in the MD-Landauer method [24]. (ii) It is further assumed that the EPC can be described with first order perturbation theory through Fermi’s golden rule. All scattering processes include a single phonon. Also, the construction of the perturbed Hamiltonian assumes that the screening is linear such that a change in Hamiltonian from a sum of single atom displacements is the same as the change in Hamiltonian from the summed displacements. This has known limitations for, e.g., polar materials where the long-wavelength Fröhlich interaction is not correctly included [39]. Note that this is not a limitation in the BTE approach, but rather the way we calculate the electron-phonon coupling from finite displacements of individual atoms. (iii) The phonons are assumed to be described within the harmonic approximation. This means that anharmonic phonon-phonon couplings are not included. With these assumptions the BTE rigorously describes the scattering processes taking correctly into account the finite energy difference from initial to final electron states under absorption or emission of a phonon. The phonon occupation is also correctly described by a Bose-Einstein distribution.

The MD-Landauer method is not as well theoretically founded as the BTE. However, from the Born-Oppenheimer approximation we can argue that the electronic motion is much faster than the nuclear ones. If we are considering a finite and short MD region, an incoming electron passing through the MD region essentially experiences a fixed potential landscape setup by the atoms in their instantaneous positions. A similar potential landscape giving similar resistivities can be obtained from a system with randomly displaced atomic positions [40]. However, this requires a calibration of the amplitude of the random displacements for a given temperature, while the MD simulations inherently include this information and further provide a more physical description of the atomic displacements. Nevertheless, the MD-Landauer method does not correctly include finite energy transfer between the electronic and phonon systems, and assisted processes, where, e.g., an electron absorbs a phonon to reach a higher lying final state, are not included. We note that a similar neglect of energy transfer has been used for simulation of inelastic tunneling spectroscopy of vibrations in molecular junctions [41,42] and in the simulation of temperature dependent optical absorption [26]. An advantage with the MD-Landauer approach is that it is not limited to first order perturbation theory. Given the perturbation in the Hamiltonian that is caused by the displaced atoms, the Green’s function is solved exactly. Also, contrary to the way we calculate the EPC for the BTE approach, the MD-Landauer method does not assume the linear screening discussed above, and long wavelength Fröhlich scattering will thus be included, provided the length of the MD region is long enough. The MD simulations naturally include anharmonic effects, which might be important at temperatures above the Debye temperature for the respective material. In the low temperature limit, the MD simulations will on the other hand not be correct since the phonon modes are occupied according to a Boltzmann distribution rather than the Bose-Einstein distribution implying that zero-point motions are not included.

In terms of applications, the two approaches also have different advantages and shortcomings. For bulk materials the BTE requires that both \( \mathbf{k} \) and \( \mathbf{q} \) are sampled on fine grids, resulting in a six-dimensional sampling, which is demanding computationally as well as memorywise. In the MD-Landauer approach one should only converge the transverse \( \mathbf{k} \)-point sampling for the transmission calculation in bulk systems. In addition to this, the cross sectional size of the unit cell must be converged. One also needs to converge the sample averaging over different MD snapshots.

A clear advantage of the BTE approach is that it is relatively easy to obtain mobilities at many different temperatures. For
the BTE calculations, the most time-consuming part is the calculations of the electron-phonon coupling matrix elements, which are temperature independent. The subsequent mobility calculations for different temperatures are computationally relatively inexpensive. For the MD-Landauer method, all calculations need to be redone for every temperature.

For device calculations, inclusion of EPC leads to a very substantial complication of the calculations, when treated with NEGF \[10,12,14\]. The MD-Landauer method could, on the other hand, be included in device calculations without significant extra computational load. This potential application of the MD-Landauer approach will be pursued in future works.

Finally, the MD-Landauer approach is also applicable for studying EPC in amorphous systems, for which the BTE cannot be used since the electronic band structure is not well defined. Inclusion of other scattering mechanisms such as defect scattering or grain-boundary scattering is likewise relatively easy to include in the MD-Landauer approach.

IV. CONCLUSION

We have introduced a conceptually simple approach based on molecular dynamics (MD) and the Landauer transmission for calculating phonon-limited mobilities and resistivities. The results obtained with the MD-Landauer method are compared with values obtained from the Boltzmann transport equation (BTE). For several one-dimensional as well as bulk systems the results from the two methods are in good agreement with each other as well as with available experimental results. Our first-principles calculations further support the conclusion of enhanced electron-phonon coupling in nanowires previously indicated by tight-binding simulations. Advantages and shortcomings of the two methods were discussed. The MD-Landauer approach is a memory-efficient and computationally appealing alternative with a predictive power at the level of state-of-the-art BTE solvers for studying EPC in bulk and nanoscale systems.
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We have performed calculations on bulk Au with randomly displaced atoms. The magnitude $R$ of the displacement is calibrated for a given temperature from the formula $E(R) - E(0) = \frac{N}{2} k_B T$, where $E(R)$ is the total energy of the system with each atom displaced by a random amount $r \in [-R/2, R/2]$ in each Cartesian direction. $E(0)$ is the total energy of the equilibrium structure and $N$ is the number of atoms. In doing so, the calculated room temperature resistivity is about 30% lower than the one calculated with the MD displaced atoms.